ARTICULATED JET SLED

OCS has the expertise, key personnel and equipment to provide single source, cost effective, post trenching
burial for marine pipelines. OCS owns all the key elements of the post trenching equipment spread. The equipment
can be mobilized at relatively short notice onto an OCS barge or a third party barge provided by a customer. OCS
post trenching system can be operated in deep or shallow water.
OCS owned and fabricated Jet sled is one of the OCS newest assets added to OCS post trenching equipment spread.
The jet sled is designed, fabricated and tested completely at OCS facility and under the close supervision of OCS
engineering team.
OCS already owns and operates pipe riding jet sleds but this sled have the disadvantage of requiring support while
they are pulled along the pipeline to prevent them from turning over. A new proposed Articulated Jet Sled (AJS) does
not ride on the pipeline but it is supported on either side of the buoyancy tank skids while a rotating arm s fitted
that is equipped with jets and an educting facility to remove jetted spoil.
In general, AJS has the features as described below;
 AJS is designed to be used in the extreme shallow water jetting system, the areas which are not accessible by
using jetting equipment which must be supported by an attendant barge
 AJS is designed to be transportable in 2x 20ft open top containers
 AJS is designed to be floated with minimum draft into very shallow water.it is then ballasted down over the
pipe
 In very shallow water, the whole sled and pontoon arrangement is maneuvered by winches on the beach and
on the mother barge.
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Specification of the OCS employed pipe riding jet sled are as follows:
Jetting Nozzles
Jetting Nozzle Dia
Nozzle Pattern
Flow Rate
Eductors (Rear)
Trench Depth
Dimensions, mm
No of Units

Pipe riding Jet sled
322 nos stainless steel
5/16” – 3/8” (7.93 – 25mm)
Vertical axis along the front of jetting arms
1550 – 1650m³ / hr
10” x 2nos
Maximum 2.5m based on jetting arms adjustment
11400 x 9310 x 2545 x 18MT
1

OCS has Equipment passports for individual equipment which must be reviewed before each project to assess the
status. The equipment passport gives the working history, maintenance and certification history of the equipment.
It is important to regularly review the list of critical parts of the equipment before each project and do the remedial
works for any fault noticed.

Where failures occur during operations Equipment Bulletins will be issued to document the problem and the
remediation solutions applied. The equipment bulletin will be circulated to all field engineers to be informed about
the possible failure that can occur during the operation and thereby avoid future failure.

This equipment file remains a live document and will be constantly updated by the equipment department.
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